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T 0 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, VERN K. BOYNTON, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in New 
York city, county of New York, borough of 
Manhattan, and State of New York, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Fume-Control Devices, of which 
the following is a full, clear, and exact speci 
?cation. ‘ 
My invention relates to fume control de 

vices and refers particularly to fume control 
conduit devices. 
In the-heating and treatment of industrial 

materials there is frequently a liability to 
?re and explosion due to the in?ammability 
or explosiveness of the materials employed, 
or produced, during the treating operations. 
In addition to the incident danger to the 

devices directly connected with the opera 
tions, there is frequently, the danger of 
transmission of the ?re, or explosion effects, 
to other portions, or units, of the apparatus 
connected therewith. 
This is particularly true in those treating, 

or chemical, operations resulting in the evo 
lution of fumes possessing in?ammable, or 
explosive, properties, which fumes are to be 
subjected to further treatments, and hence, 
are conducted through conduits into devices 
and apparatuses. _ 

It‘ is evident that if the fume ?ames, or 
explosive results, can be governed at, or 
near, the time and place of their inception, 
the danger of a large con?agration and ex 
tensive destruction of plant and property 
may be avoided. 

It is further evident that great advan 
tages may also be gained if the ?ames and 
disruptive. forces can be immediately re 
moved from con?nement within the appara~ 
tus and diverted therefrom to some place 
where their destructive forces may be ren 
dered practically ineffective. 
A device of this character should be of 

such construction that it can be tested, as de 
sired, irrespective of the fume operations 
with which it is employed, in order that its‘ 
operativeness may be determined. This is 
particularly necessary in the treatment and 
control of fumes incident to the manufac 
ture of varnish, which have a natural tend 
ency to stick, or gum, the valves, closures 
and other movable portions of the mecha 
nism. ‘ ' 

It is further advantageous in many instal 
lations that the fume control device may be 
employed in one-story buildings, and with 
out the necessity of tall chimneys. 

In order that such a device may be effec 
tively operated, it must be automatic, sim 
ple in construction, positive in operation 
and of such a character and construction 
that it will not interfere with the normal 
working of, the apparatus with which it is 
employed. - 
The device of my invention possesses all 

of the above and many other valuable at 
tributes which will be evident upon a con 
sideration of my drawings and speci?ca 
tion. I 

Inthe accompanying drawings, illustrat 
ing one form of a device of my invention, 
similar parts are designated by similar nu 
merals. ~ 

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic top plan view 
of one form of my device. , 
Figure 2 is a vertical cross-section of 

Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic top plan view 

of a modi?ed form of my device. 
Figure 4 is a vertical cross-section of Fig 

ure 3. 
In the accompanying drawings, illustrat 

ing diagrammatically one form of a device 
of my invention, a conduit 10 is connected 
with an apparatus (not shown) in whlch 
fumes are produced, or evolved, the fumes 
passing through the conduit 10 in the direc 
tion of the arrow. The conduit 10 opens 
into a transverseconduit 11, the normal 
exitof which opens into the practically air 
tight control chamber 12 and the abnormal 
exit of-which opens into the practically air 
tight chamber 13. The chamber 13 opens 
into the conduit 14. which communicates 
with the atmosphere, or other safe fume dis 
posal. The other extremity of the chamber 
12 communicates with the practically air 
tight screen chamber 15 by means of the 
conduit 16. The chamber 15 contains the 
two spaced screens 17, 17 and is connected to 
‘the fume manifold 18 by means of the con 
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duit 19, whence the fumes are conducted for _ 
desired treatment during the normal opera 
tion of the device. 
At the normal exit of the conduit 11 and 

within the chamber 13, a door, or closure, 20 
is pivotally attached at 21. The closure 20, 
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in its normal position,'closes the abnormal 
exit of the conduit '11 and practically pre 
vents the ‘escape of fumes therethrough'. 
Attached to the‘ free end 22 of the closure 20, 
is a chain, or cable, 23, passing over the 
sheave 24 and the idler 25, and has attached 
to the end thereof a weight 26 weighing 
slightly less than is necessary to open the 
closure 20, so that it will not prevent the 
closure 20 from closing the abnormal .exit 
of the conduit 11. 
At the other extremity, or normal exit, of 

the conduit 11, and within the chamber 12, 
a door, or closure, 27 is pivotally attached at 
28. The closure 27 , in its free position, is 
capable of closing the exit of the conduit 11 
and practically preventing the escape of 
fumes therethrough. The closure 27 carries 
a hook 29, capable of linked engagement With 
the chain 30 Which passes over the idler 31 
and is connected to the cable 23 at 32. The 
cable 23 and the chain 30 pass through a 
guide 40, carried by the upper cover of the 
chamber 13. The closure 27 carries an ex 
tended arm 33, to the outer extremity of 
which is‘ attached the cable, or chain, 34 hav 
in the. fusa’ble member, or link, 35. The 
ca 1e 34 passes through the guide 36 and 
over the idlers 37, 37 and carries at its ex 
tremity a weight 38, weighing slightly more 
than is necessary to maintain the closure 27 ' 
in an'open position, sovthat the closure 27 
will be normally maintained in a position to 
allow the exit of fumes from the conduit 
11. . ' . i . 

The combined e?'ective weight of the 
closure 27 and the weight 26 is considerably 
greater ‘than the effective weight of the 
closure 20. i ' -' 

- When the apparatus 
ving condition, the, closure 20 is closed, the 
closure 27 is open and fumes pass through 
the conduit 10, the conduit 11, the chamber 
12, the conduit 16, the screens 17, 17, the 
chamber 15 and the conduit 19 into the man 
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In the event of the ignition of the fumes 
passing throu h the conduits 10 and 11, the 
heat generate thereby will-melt the fusible 
member 35, allowing the closure 27 to fall 
across the normal exit of .the conduit 11, 
thus preventing the passage of the ?ames 
therethrough, and the combined effective 
weight of the closure 27 and the weight 26, 
acting through the chain 30 and the cable 
23, will raise the closure 20, allowing the 
?ames to pass through the, conduit 14 and 
thence outwardly into the atmosphere. It 
will thus be seen that the heat of ignition 
of the fumes diverts the ignited fumes from 
the direction toward the further treating 
members, or units, of the apparatus and to 
‘ward the atmosphere, thus preventing the 
extension of the con?agration. v 
The positions of the varlous elements of 

is in normal work-. 
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‘the device, following the fusing of the mem 
ber 35, are indicated in dotted lines, similar 
parts being designated by prime numerals. 
In the event of an explosion of the fumes. 

within the device, or of the chemicals within 
the operating receptacle to which conduit 10 
is connected, the reaction thereof will vio 
lently force the closure 20 upwardly, thus 
opening the device for a great portion of the 
explosive force to ?nd an exit through the 
conduit 14 to the atmosphere, whereas, if 
the conduit 11, at the extremity 20, were 
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permanently sealed, the full force of the , 
explosion would pass through the conduits 11 
and 16, with the liability of great destruc 
tiveness to those portions as well as to the 
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chamber 15, the manifold 18 and all of the 
apparatus to which the manifold leads. 

If it is desirable to have the normal exit ' 
area of the conduit 11 reduced during nor 
mal operations, without affecting the e?i 
ciency of the device as a control for ?re, or 
explosion, the hook 29 of the closure 27 may 
be connected with ‘a link of the'chain 30 
lower than that shown in Figure 2, allowing 
theclosure 27 to be placed in the desired 
positlon. v ' v ' 

The screens 17 , 17 are an additional ?ame 
control to prevent the passage of ?ames 
into the further portions of the device, and 
are designed to prevent the passage of the 
?ames beyond this point for the short space 
of time necessary to fuse the member 35'. 

It is evident that my device is equally 
effective if the fumes become heated above 
the fusing point of the member 35, even if 
the fumes are not ignited, and hence, it 
presents an e?icient means whereby fumes 
heated above a desired temperature may be 
prevented from passing into the manifold 
y incorporating a fusible member of the 

proper character. 
While the device is automatic in its work 

ing'operatlons, it may be tested, or operated, 
by hand if desired. The closure 20 may be 
raised and lowered by means of the cable 
23 and the closure 27 may be raised and 
lowered by means of the cable 34. . 
,The modi?cationof my device, shown in 

Figures 3 and 4, comprises a ?ue 50, the 
lower extremity of which is connected with 
an apparatus (not shown) in which fumes 
are produced, or evolved, the fumes passing 
through the ?ue 50 in the direction of the 
arrows. The ?ue 50 is connected with the 
conduit 51, opening into the practically air 
tight control chamber 12,'which, in turn, is 
connected to the screen chamber 15 by means 
of- the conduit 16. The'screen chamber 15 
contains two spaced screens 17, 17 and is 
connected to the manifold 18 by the conduit 
19. The closure 27, pivoted at 28, and ca 
pable of closing the normal exit of the con 
duit‘ 51, is maintained in an open position 
by the cable 34, containing the fusible link 
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' 35, which is attached to the arm 33 of the 
closure 27 and passes through the guide 
36, over the idlers 37, 37 and carries a weight 
38. The Weight 38 is just sufficient to main 
tain the closure 27 inan open'position. The 
abnormal exit, or upper extremity, of the 
?ue 50 carries the loose closure 53, the escape 
of fumes into the atmosphere during normal 
operation being prevented by the annular 
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?ange 54 of the closure 53 resting within the 
water seal, or sand seal, 55. ' 
The operation of this modi?cation is as 

follows: , 

During normal operation, the fumes pass 
through the lower portion of the ?ue 50, 
thence through the conduit 51,'the control 
chamber 12, the conduit 16, the screens 17, 
17, the screen box 15, the conduit 19 and 
the manifold 18. In the event of a ?re 
within the conduit 51, or 'an increase of 
temperature above the fusin ‘point of the 
member-35, the member 35 Will melt, allow 
ing the closure 27 to close the normal exit 
of the conduit 51. The pressure of fumes 
and gases thus formed will cause the closure 
53 to be forced from the top of the ?ue 
50, thus allowing the hot, or ignited fumes, 
to escape into the atmosphere. Inthe event 
of an explosion, the closure 53. will be 
forcibly expelled from its position and thus 
divert the ?ames, or explosive forces, from 
the vdirection toward thefurther treating 
members, or units, of the apparatus and to 
ward the atmosphere.- , 
By “closure” I, mean any pivotal, sliding 

or vother closure means which will accom 
plish the described results. ' 

I do not limit myself to the particular 
size, number, shape, material or arrange 
ment of parts as shown and described, all 
of which may be varied without going be 
yond the scope of my invention as shown, 
described and claimed. 
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What I claim is :— . 
> 1. In a fume control device, in combma 
tion, a fume conduit having a‘ normal exit 
and an abnormal exit, a closure capable of 
closing the normal exit of the conduit, a 
closure closing the abnormal exit of the con 
duit and vvmeans whereby a predetermined 
temperature within the conduit will close 
the normal exit and open the abnormal exit. 

2. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit having'a normal exit _’ 

tion, a fume conduit, a normal exit of the and an abnormal exit, a closure capable of 
closing the normal exit of the conduit, means 
for normally maintaining‘ the normal exit 
in an open condition, a closure closing the 
abnormal exit of the conduit and means 
whereby a predetermined temperature 
within the conduit will close the normal exit 
and open the abnormal exit. 

3. In a fume control device, in combina- 
tion, a fume conduit having a normal exit 
and an abnormal exit, a closure capable of 

vopen the abnormal 

8 

closing the normal exit of the conduit, means 
for normally mamtalning the normal exit 
.in an'open- condition, a closure closing the 
abnormal exlt ofthe conduit and means 
whereby an increased pressure within the 70 
conduit will open the abnormal exit and - 
allow the passage of fumes therethrough. 

4. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit having a normal. exit 
and an abnormal exit, a closure .capable of 
closing the normal exit ofv the conduit, a 
closure capable of closing the'abnormal exit 
of the conduit and means whereby the closé 
ing of onelexit will automatically open the 
other exit. , ' ' ' 

5. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit having a normal exit 
and an abnormal exit, a pivotal closure ca-' 
pable of closing the normal exit of the con 
duit, a pivotal closure capable of closing the 
abnormal exit of the conduit, means for 
maintaining the normal exit in an open con 
dition while the abnormal exit is in a closed 
condition and means whereby the closing of 
the normal exit will automaticallyopen the 
abnormal exit‘. ' , 

6. In a fume-control device, in combina-' 
tion, a fume conduit having a normal exit 
and an-abnormal exit, a closure capable of 
closing the normal exit of the conduit, a 
closure capable of closing the abnormal exit 
of the conduit, fusible means for maintain 
ing the normal exit in an open condition 
and means whereby the fusing of the'fusi 
ble means will close the normal exit and 

exit. 
7. In a fume control- device, in combina 
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tion, a ‘fume ‘conduit, a normal exit of the ' 
conduit, a closure capable of closing the 
normal exit, an abnormal exit‘ of the con 
duit opening into the atmosphere, a closure 
capable of closing the abnormal exit and. 
means whereby theiclosing of the normal 
exit will automatically open the abnormal 
exit to the atmosphere. ~ . 

8. Ina fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a normal exitof the 
conduit a closure capable of closing the‘ 
normal exit, an abnormal exit of the con 
duit, a closure capable of closing the‘ abnor 
mal exit and means whereby a rise of tem 
perature within the conduit will close the 
normal exit and open the abnormal exit. 

9. In a fume control device, in combina 

conduit, a closure capable of closing the 
normal exit, an‘ abnormal exit of the con-v 
duit, a closure capable of closing the abnor 
mal exit, and means whereby an abnormally 
high temperature of fumes within the con 
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duit will close the normal exit and open 
the abnormal exit. . . 

10. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion,.a fume conduit, 2. normal exit of the 
conduit, a closure capable of closing the 130 
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normal exit, an abnormal exit of the con 
duit, a closure capable of closing the abnor 
mal exit and means whereby an explosion 
within the conduit will open the abnormal 
exit and allow the escape of fumes there 
through. _ 

11.. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a normal exit of the 
conduit, a pivotal closure capable o? clos-v 
ing the normal exit, an abnormal exit of 
the conduit, a pivotal closure capable of 
closing the abnormal exit, connecting means 
between the two closures, means for main 
taining the normal exit in an open condi 
tion while the abnormal exit is closed and 
means for releasing the maintaining means 
allowing the normal exit to be closed while 
the connecting means automatically opens 
the abnormal exit. . . - 

12. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a normal exit of the 
conduit, a closure capable of closing the 
normal exit, an abnormal exit of the con 
duit, a closure capable of closing the ab 
normal exit, connecting means between the 
two closures, means for ‘ maintainin the 
normal exit in an open condition whi e the 
abnormal exit is closed, separate means for 
opening and closing the abnormal exit 
withoutv disturbing the normal exit and 
means for releasing the maintaining means 
allowing the normal exit to be closed while 
the connecting (means automatically opens 
the abnormal exit. ' 

13. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a screen chamber a 
normal exit of the conduit connected to 

_ the screen chamber, screens within the cham 
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‘her interposed within the path of fumes 
passable therethrough, a closure capable of 
closing the normal exit, an abnormal exlt 
of the condui‘tg?a closure capable of closing 
the abnormal exit and means whereb a rise 
of temperature within the conduit Wlll close 
the normal exit and open the abnormal exit. 

14. In a fume control device, in. combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a chamber a normal 
exit of the conduit connected with the cham 
her, a closure within the chamber capable 
of closing the normal exit, an abnormal exit 
of the conduit,v a closure capable of closing 
the abnormal exit and means*whereby a 
rise/of temperature in ‘the chamber -will 
close the normal exit and open the abnormal 
exit. - 

15. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion a conduit, a normal exit of the con 

' duit connected with a chamber, a chamber, 
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a closure within the chamber capable of 
closing the normal exit, an abnormal exit 
of the conduit connected with a-second 
chamber, a second chamber, a closure within 
the second chamber capable of closing the 
abnormal exit and means whereby a rise' 
of temperature in the ?rst" chamber will 

1,414,722 

close the normal exit and open the abnormal 
exit diverting fumes from the conduit into 
the second chamber. 

' 16. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a chamber a normal 
exit of the conduit connected with the cham 
ber, a pivotal closure within the chamber 
capable of closing the normal exit, an ab~ 
normal exit of the conduit, a pivotal closure 
capable of closing the abnormal exit and 
means whereby a rise of temperature in the 
chamber will close the normal exit and open 
the abnormal exit. ' 

17. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion a conduit, a normal exit of the con 
duit connected with a chamber, a chamber, 
a pivotal closure within the chamber capa 
ble of closing the normal exit, an abnormal 
exit of the conduit connected vwith a sec-' 
ond chamber, a second chamber, a pivotal 
closure Within the second chamber capable 
of closing the abnormal exit and means 
whereby a rise of temperature in the first 
chamber will close the normal exit and 
open the abnormal exit admitting fumes 
from the conduit into the second chamber. 

18. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a control chamber, 
a' normal exit of the conduit connected with 
the control chamber, means connecting the 
control chamber with a screen chamber, a 
screen chamber, screens within the screen 
chamber disposed in the path. of fumes pass 
ing therethrough, a pivotal closure within 
the control chamber capable of closing the 
normal exit, an abnormal exit of the con 
duit connected with a second chamber open~ 
ing into the atmosphere, a second chamber, 
a pivotal closure within the second chamber 
capable of closing the abnormal exit, means 
for connecting the closures and means with 
in the control chamber whereby, upon a rise 
of temperature therein, the normal exit will 
be closed, and the abnormal exit opened 
thereby diverting the passage of fumes 
within the conduit from the screen chamber 
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through the second chamber into the atmos- _ 
phere. _ 

19. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a control chamber, a 
normal exit of the conduit connected with 
the control chamber, means connecting the‘ 
control chamber with a screen‘ chamber, a 
screen chamber, screens within the screen 
chamber disposed in the path of fumes 
passing therethrough, a closure within the 
control chamber capable of closing the nor‘ 
mal-exit, an abnormal exit of the conduit 
connected with a second chamber opening 
‘into the atmosphere, a second chamber, a 
closure within the second chamber capable 
of closing the abnormal exit, means for con 
necting the closures and fusible means with 
in the control chamber whereby, upon a rise 
of temperature therein, the normal exit will 
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be closed and the abnormal exit opened 
‘ _ therébyRdiv'erting' ‘the passage of fumes 
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within the conduit from the screen chamber 
through ‘the second chamber into the atmos 
phere'. _ - ' - . 1 , 

20,v In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a control chamber, a. 
normal exit of the conduit connected with 
the control chamber, means connecting the 
control chamber with a screen chamber, a 
screen“ chamber,<screens_ within Ithe'screen 
chamber-disposedin the path of fumes pass 

' ing therethrough, a closure within the con 
trol chamber capable of closing the normal 
exit, an'abnormal exit of the ‘conduit con-' 
nected with a second chamber‘ opening into 
the’ atmosphere, a; second chamber, a 'clo--_ 
sure'within- the second'chamber capable of 

necting ‘the closures and means within the 
control chamber whereby, upon v‘a rise of 

- temperaturetherein, the‘ normal- exit will be 
closed andthe abnormal- exit opened there 
by diverting thev passing of fumes within_ 
the conduit from the ‘screen chamber 
through the'second chamber intothe atmos 
phere. _" . _ . _ , 

_ 21. In a fume control device, lncomblna 
tion, a fume conduit, a normal exit of the 
conduit, a closure capable of closing the 
normal'exit, an‘ abnormal exit of the con-, I _ ‘ 

vtlon, a fume conduit, a normal exit for duit,, a closure capable of closing the ab 
‘ normal exit, means whereby the normal exit 
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closure may be placed in a predetermined 
position w1th respect to the normal. exit 
while- the abnormal exit is maintained in 
a closed condition and means whereby the 
closing of the normal exit will open the 
abnormal exit. ' - . 

22. In a fume control device, in combina 
tion, a fume conduit, a normal'exit of the 
conduit,,- a closure capable‘ .of closing the 
normal exit», anabnormal exitlof the con 

‘tion, a fume conduit, a normal exit for 

‘Iphere. 
, 25,. 

sage of fumes from the normal exit into the 

‘New York and State 
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duit, a closure capable of closing the ab 
normal exit, means whereby the normal exit 
closure niay be placed in a predetermined 
position w1th respect to the normal exit 

-- while the abnormal exit is maintained in 
.a closed condition and fusible means where- . 
by the closing ofthe normal exit. will open 
the abnormal exit. " I _ ' 

-23.'In a fume control‘device, in combina 
tion, av fume“ conduit, a normal exit for 
fumes passing therethrough a second con 
duit exit, and means whereby a rise of tem-' 
'perature of the fumes will divert the pas 
sage of fumes from the normal exit to the 
second conduit exit‘. I 

24. In a fume control device,-in combina 

fumes passing therethrough a second'con~ 
.duit exit connected with the atmosphere 
and .means. whereby ‘a' rise, of temperature 
of the fumes will divert the passage of 
fumes from ‘the normal exit into the-atmos 

_ In a fume control device, in combina 

fumes passing thereth-rough, a second con-. 
duit exit, and fusible means whereby a rise 
'of temperature of the fumes will divert the 
passage of fumes from'the normal exitto 
vthe second conduit exit. 

26. In a fume control device, in combina 

fumespassing therethrough, a second con- ‘ 
duit exit connected with the atmosphere‘ 
and fusible means whereby a rise of tem 
perature of the fumes will divert the pas 

atmosphere. , 4 ‘ 

Signed, at New York, in the county-of 

day of October, 1920, _ a _ a 

_ ’ vERNxBoYNToN. ' 
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tion, a fume conduit, a normal exit for . 
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of New York, this 11th _ 


